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Abstract

 Nowadays, the earth caring trends is in the scope of interest; one of the obvious examples is from the retail store. 
Today people are encouraged to use fabric shopping bag instead of plastic bag. Disposable food container becomes 
popular. Reuse and recycle are in the spotlight of public interest. Therefore, the sustainability in the food industry is crucial 
and considered significant to the society; it means that mankind will have enough food supply for the future generation. This 
academic article is going to reveal the bottom line of the sustainability in the food industry which is sustainable agriculture 
and fair trade.

บทคัดย่อ

	 ในปัจจุบันผู้คนต่างให้ความสนใจกันอย่างมากกับกระแสรักษ์โลก	 ดังจะเห็นได้จากตัวอย่างของการรณรงค์เรื่องรีไซเคิล	 และ
การสนับสนุนให้ประชาชนใช้ถุงกระดาษหรือถุงผ้าแทนถุงพลาสติก	 การนิยมความยั่งยืนในอุตสาหกรรมอาหารก็เป็นอีกหนึ่งกระแสที่อยู่
ในความสนใจของสาธารณะ	ซึ่งบทความวิชาการฉบับนี้ตั้งใจที่จะให้ความรู้กับผู้อ่านเกี่ยวกับนิยามค�าจ�ากัดความ	ขอบเขต	และค�าบริบท
ต่างๆ	ที่มีความสัมพันธ์กับความยั่งยืนในอุตสาหกรรมอาหาร	 	

Introduction 

 Agriculture has an intimate relationship with mankind. Civilization began with agriculture. When our nomadic 
ancestors learned to settle and grow food (Radford, 2003), a mankind society was forever changed. They did not only start 
to do agriculture, but also villages, towns, cities; and consequently knowledge, arts and science were created. Moreover, 
human societies, no matter how sophisticated or not, could not neglect the importance of the agriculture. It is a dependable 
source of food for mankind, to avoid risk from malnutrition and starvation (One Country, 1996). 

Nowadays agriculture has changed dramatically, especially since the end of World War II (Feenstra, n.d.). Food 
productivity soared because of many critical factors, such as new technology advancement, mechanization, increased 
chemical use, and high demand of food from human that favored maximizing production. These changes encourage farmers 
to apply chemical substances in agriculture. However, in the 20th century, people increasingly give significant attention 
to their health, therefore they concern on the quality of what they eat. In addition, they are increasingly concerned with 
sustainability. This term recently exists in many industries, such as sustainable tourism, sustainable economy, sustainable 
energy and sustainability in the food industry.
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The sustainability in the food industry is aiming to 
balance environmental, economic and social considerations 
throughout the supply chain (Baldwin, 2009). In addition, 
it is also considered about the retaining food supply for 
the future. However, the sustainability in the food industry 
could never be possible without the sustainable agriculture. 
Therefore, this academic article aims to provide a basic 
knowledge of sustainable agriculture and fair trade, since 
it is a vital part to understand the whole picture of food 
sustainability. 

Sustainable Agriculture

 In order to learn about sustainability in the food 
industry, one should turn back to the process of producing 
the sustainable food, which is sustainable agriculture. This 
type of agriculture includes some important characteristics 
which are: first, conservation and preservation of the 
environment. What is taken out of the environment is put 
back in. The idea of conservation and preservation of 
environmental resources is that as farmers take from the land, 
they also give back, so the environmental resources such 
as water, soil and air can be replenished and are available 
for future generations. For example, farmers want to provide 
quality soil that stores water and nutrients and provides a 
stable base to support plant roots. In a sustainable system, 
farmers will keep the quality of soil in balance. In order to 
retain the quality in soil, crops are rotated through the fields 
to replace nutrients. In addition, for the land where there 
is livestock, animals graze the land, and then waste from 
those animals is used to fertilize the soil. Therefore, one will 
see that the idea of conservation and preservation not only 
helps maintain the quality of the resources but also reduces 
the waste to the environment; the waste from sustainable 
farming stays within the farm’s ecosystem so it cannot cause 
buildup or pollution. Moreover, sustainable agriculture seeks 
to minimize transportation costs and fossil fuel use, and is 
as locally-based as possible (Sustainable Agriculture, n.d.).
 Second, biological diversity. On sustainable farms, 
the farmers will raise different types of plants and animals, 

which are rotated around the fields to enrich the soil 
and help prevent disease and pest outbreaks. Chemical 
pesticides may be used but in minimal amount and only 
when necessary; however, many sustainable farms do 
not use any form of chemicals. The benefits of biological 
diversity include: first, helping pest control. because the 
natural predators such as wasps and birds help reduce 
populations of pests that destroy plants on farms. Second, 
it helps produce quality and productive soil. A variety of 
living creatures take part in the decomposition processes 
that create soils and make nutrients available for plants 
to use. Third, the diversity of genetics helps resist disease 
and pests; mass production of a single crop variety makes 
it easier for a disease or pest to wipe out the entire crop 
(Sustainable Agriculture, n.d.).
 Fourth, animal welfare is significant. In sustainable 
farming, animals are treated humanely and are well cared 
for. They are permitted to carry out their natural behaviors, 
such as grazing, rooting or pecking, and are fed a natural 
diet appropriate for their species. Unfortunately, the high 
demand for certain kinds of meats such as pork, beef and 
chicken does not allow the farmers in industrial farms to 
practice sustainable agriculture. For example, animals are 
confined to be indoors as close together as possible, rather 
than letting them graze on open land. They sometimes are 
exposed to high levels of toxins from decomposing manure. 
To counteract the disease inherent in such conditions, 
animals are given constant low daily doses of antibiotics 
which are contributing to problems with antibiotic-resistant 
bacteria. Moreover, they are also bred and given hormones 
only to increase production in industrial farms (Sustainable 
Agriculture, n.d.).
 The fifth concern is economically viable. In 
sustainable farms, farmers are paid a fair wage and are not 
dependent on subsidies from the government. Sustainable 
farms help strengthen rural communities by providing 
jobs for local members in the community and purchasing 
supplies from local businesses (Sustainable Agriculture, n.d.). 
According to the study of Professor Wills L. Peterson from 
University of Minnesota, small farms with gross incomes of 
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$100,000 or less made almost 95 percent of farm-related 
expenditures within their local communities. Furthermore, 
small locally owned farms have a multiplier effect: for 
every dollar the farm spends, a percentage remains in 
the local economy, contributing to the economic health 
of the community (1997). So one may claim that a small 
sustainable farm not only produces sustainable food but 
also helps strengthen the local sustainable economy. 
 The last major concern is socially just. Workers on 
sustainable farms are treated fairly and reasonably. They get 
paid competitive wages and benefits. They work in a safe 
environment and are offered proper living conditions and 
food. These practices follow the idea that healthy and fair 
employment practices can yield better food and a stronger 
community. The dangers and lack of safety in the farm 
and food production profession can possibly come from 
many factors (Sustainable Agriculture, n.d.). For example, 
farmers who work in conditions at confined animal feeding 
operations (or CAFOs) are in an unhealthy and dangerous 
environment. Because the animals are often housed directly 
above the giant pits that store their manure, harmful gases 
such as hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, carbon dioxide, and 
methane that are produced by the decomposing manure 
can cause pollution which the animals and farmers breathe. 
In addition to these gases, dust and other irritants known 
as endotoxins—which come from the cell walls of the 
bacteria in the manure—are often found in very crowded 
CAFOs. These substances are dangerous to farmers, either 
to the long-term workers who are exposed at low levels, 
or those workers who are exposed at higher levels (NASD, 
2003).

Fair Trade

 One important factor in sustainability in the food 
industry is fair trade. After the farms practice sustainable 
agriculture by being concerned about the environment, 
they need to support farming communities by exercising 
fair trade in order to complete the sustainability process 
(Gill, 2010). The definition of fair trade which is generally 
used is developed by FINE, an informal association of 

four international fair trade networks: Fairtrade Labelling 
Organizations International, World Fair Trade Organization, 
Network of European Worldshops and European Fair Trade 
Association. Fair trade is a trading partnership, based on 
dialogue, transparency and respect, that seeks greater 
equity in international trade. It contributes to sustainable 
development by offering better trading conditions to, and 
securing the rights of, marginalized producers and workers 
(FINE, n.d.). 
 The fair trade standard varies from organization to 
organization. However, in general, it seeks to support the 
development of disadvantaged and marginalized small-
scale farmers and plantation workers. It relates to three 
areas of sustainable development: social development, 
economic development and environmental development 
(Fairtrade Foundation, n.d.). There are some samples of fair 
trade standards from the World Fairtrade Organization, such 
as standard one : creating opportunities for economically 
disadvantaged producers. The organization seeks to 
enable them to move from income insecurity and poverty 
to economic self-sufficiency and ownership. Standard ten 
deals with the environment; organizations which produce 
fair trade products maximize the use of raw materials from 
sustainably managed sources in their ranges, buying locally 
when possible (2010).
 The fair trade product will be labeled with a fair 
trade certification mark which helps consumers identify 
the fair trade activity. There are many federations that 
coordinate, promote, and facilitate the work of fair trade 
organizations, such as Fairtrade Labelling Organizations 
International (FLO), World Fair Trade Organization, Network 
of European Worldshops (NEWS), European Fair Trade 
Association (EFTA) and Fair Trade Federation (FTF) (Patriana, 
2008).
 Nowadays fair trade, which is a key part of the 
sustainability drive, is of interest to the corporate companies, 
because fair-trade foods as well as key ingredients can boost 
corporate credentials. According to Amarjit Sahota, director 
of business research & consulting firm Organic Monitor, a 
corporation that adopts fair trade practices shows that the 
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company is a good corporation, as it treats its suppliers 
fairly and supports social communities (n.d.). Moreover, 
companies are also promoting fair trade ingredients in their 
products to help establish their social responsibility image. 
For example, there are no fair trade standards for olive oil, 
so the products cannot carry the Fair Trade Mark. Yet some 
companies are stating their olive oil is of fair trade as they 
adhere to fair trade principles and give the growers a fixed 
price. Likewise, for many food products which do not have 
product certification, manufacturers’ state ment are made 
with fair trade ingredients’ on product labels and packaging 
(Hills, 2008).
 
Conclusion

 Two critical bottom line of sustainability in the 
food industry has been revealed. Sustainable agriculture 
is a critical foundation practice of the sustainability in the 
food industry, as it includes all the process of growing and 
raising the products: Fair trade is also significant as it is a 
step of merchandising and helps the farmers maintain a 
sustainable economy in their community. In conclusion, 
these two issues are significant factors of sustainability in 
the food industry. 
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